
ON THE RATIONAL TRIANGULATION OF A CIRCLE

FRED SUPNICK AND JEANETTE F. KESTON

A triangle is called rational ii its sides and area are rational. A set

of rational triangles is referred to as a rational triangulation of a circle

K ii (a) each triangle is inscribed in K, (b) no two of the triangles have

interior points in common, and (c) the sum of the areas of the tri-

angles is equal to the area of K.

Theorem. A circle can be rationally triangulated if and only if its

radius is rational.

Proof. If a, b, c are the lengths of the sides of a triangle inscribed

in a circle of diameter k, then the area of the triangle is

(1) abc/2k.

Thus, it is impossible to inscribe a rational triangle in a circle having

irrational radius.

The case where K has a rational radius is now considered. Let K

he given by

(2) r = k ■ cos 6 ik rational).

Let 7? be the set of all numbers 6 i — ir/2 <6^ir/2) such that both cos0

and sin 6 are rational, and S the set of all points (r, 6) on (2) such that

6ER. The following properties of S will be established:

(i) a point of S can be selected on any subarc of (2) ;

(ii) any three points of S are the vertices of a rational triangle ;

(iii) on any minor subarc AC of (2), a point BES can be selected

such that the area of A ABC exceeds one-fourth that of the segment AC A

ii.e. the segment of (2) bounded by the arc AC and the chord AC).

Proof of (i). Let PiP2 he any subarc of (2), where Pi : ik- cos ax, ai),

Pr. (fc-cos a2, ai), —ir/2<ai<a2-^T/2. If ai<0<a2, then the point

ik, 0) satisfies (i). In each of the remaining cases, — 7r/2<«i<a2 = 0

and 0<ai<o:2^7r/2, which are now considered, it is noted that

cos «i^cos a2. Let the (unordered) set (cos ai, cos 0*2} be denoted by

{X, ju} where 0éX<M = l-A rational number IF can be selected such

that

(Lit)'" < w < (lz»Y".
\1+m/ \i+x/

Then
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</»•

if «1  < «2 Ú 0,

if   0  < CYl  < «2.

Then (pER, and thus the point Q: (è-cos <p, <p)ES. Since cos <p lies

between cos «i and cos a2 (cf. (3)) and the function cos x is monotonie

on — ir/2<x¿0 and on 0<^g7r/2, the point Q is on PiP2.

Proof of (ii). Let O denote the pole, and Pi: (¿-cos 0i, 0i),

P2: (fc-cos 02, 82)(0i<92) be any two points in 5. Since angle PiOPj

equals (02 —0i), IP1P2I =^-sin(02—0i). Thus the distance between any

two points in 5 is rational. Consequently, any triangle having vertices

in 5 has rational sides, and, since k is rational, rational area (cf. (1)).

Therefore (ii) holds.

Proof of (iii). Let ACPQ be the rectangle circumscribed about

AC A (i.e. PQ is tangent to A Cat its midpoint). Let M and Af be the

midpoints of A Q and CP, respectively, and denote the points of inter-

section of MN with AC by A' and C. A point BES can be selected

on the minor arc. A'C (cf. (i)). The area of AABC exceeds that of

AAMC, namely, one-fourth the area of the rectangle ACPQ. Since

the area of the rectangle ACPQ exceeds that of the segment about

which it is circumscribed, (iii) holds.

Let T be the set of all triangles having elements of 5 as vertices;

every element of T is a rational triangle (cf. (ii)). It will now be estab-

lished that (2) can be rationally triangulated by a subset of T.

In view of (i) and (ii) an acute triangle T0ET can be selected. In

each minor segment of (2) subtended by a side XY of To, a point

ZEXYC\S can be selected so that AXYZET has area greater than

one-fourth that of XYX (cf. (iii)); thus triangles TiET (i=l, 2, 3)

are obtained. Operating similarly on each segment of (2) subtended

by a side of the boundary of To^JTi^JTt^JT» (considering 7\ as

closed regions), triangles TiET (i = 4, 5, • • • , 9) are obtained; oper-

ating similarly on T0W • • • UrSl triangles TtET(i = 10,11, • • • ,21)

are obtained ; etc.

Thus, if/¿denotes the area of 7", (¿ = 0,1, 2, • • • ), and u, = 3(2'— 1),

then

irk2      «», 3 /irk2      «t{    \
~--2Zu<-(—-2Zu) (n= 1,2,3, ■■■).

4        ,-_o 4 \ 4        ¿_o    /

(3)

Let

X <
W2

*-

— Arceos ■

+ Arceos

1 + W2

1 - W2

1 + W2

1 - W2

1 + W2
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Consequently,

irk2      £, /3\n/irk2        \

and hence,

,.       A          rrk2
hm    ? . U = - •

m-> »    t=o 4

Thus, the set {T0, Ti, T2, ■ ■ • } is a rational triangulation of (2).

This completes the proof of the theorem.

Remarks. (1) The triangulation { T0, Ti, T2, • ■ ■ } is locally finite

in the sense that any circle inside (2) intersects only a finite number

of the Ti. It is possible to construct rational triangulations of (2)

which are not locally finite.

(2) A "rational refinement" may be obtained by joining the mid-

points of the sides of each T{. Another rational refinement (and ex-

tension) technique is given in [l].

As an immediate consequence of the theorem, a result is obtained

apropros the following generally unresolved problem : If Cx, &,•■■,

C„ are n circles in a plane, is it possible to find points Pi, P2, ■ • • , Pn

inside Ci, C2, • • • , C», respectively, such that the distance between

Pi and P, (for all i, j) is rational? (L. J. Mordell has answered this

question in the affirmative for n = 4 (cf. [2]).)

Corollary. If a circle K passes through interior points of each of the

n circles Cx, ■ ■ • , C„, then it is possible to find points Px, • • • , Pn

inside Cx, • • • , Cn respectively, such that the distance between Pi and

P, (for all i, j) is rational.

Proof. Since K passes through interior points of each C<, then it

is possible to find a circle K' with rational radius which passes through

interior points of each C». The corollary is an immediate consequence

of (i) and (ii).
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